Criteria for the stability of finite sections of a large class of convolution type operators on L p (R) are obtained. In this class almost all classical symbols are permitted, namely operators of multiplication with functions in [PC, SO, L ∞ 0 ] and convolution operators (as well as Wiener-Hopf and Hankel operators) with symbols in [PC, SO, AP, BUC] p . We use a simpler and more powerful algebraic technique than all previous works: the application of P-theory together with the rich sequences concept and localization. Beyond stability we study Fredholm theory in sequence algebras. In particular, formulas for the asymptotic behavior of approximation numbers and Fredholm indices are given.
Introduction
Consider an infinite dimensional Banach space X. Denote by L(X) the Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on X, and by K(X) the ideal of the compact operators in L(X).
Given A ∈ L(X), a fundamental problem of (linear) numerical mathematics is to approximate the solution of the operator equation Au = v, for given v ∈ X.
(1)
Email addresses: hmasc@math.tecnico.ulisboa.pt (Helena Mascarenhas), pedro.santos@tecnico.ulisboa.pt (Pedro A. Santos), markus.seidel@fh-zwickau.de (Markus Seidel) A standard procedure is to choose a sequence of projections P n which converge in some sense to the identity operator, and a sequence of operators A n : im P n → im P n such that the A n P n converge to A, and to replace equation (1) with the "simpler" equations A n u n = P n v for n = 1, 2, . . . ,
the solutions u n being sought in im P n . The crucial question is if this method applies to A, i.e. if the Equations (2) possess unique solutions u n for every right-hand side v and for every sufficiently large n, and if these solutions u n converge to the solution u of the original Equation (1) . It is easy to see that the applicability of the method is equivalent to the stability of the sequence {A n } by which we mean that there is an n 0 ∈ N such that for n > n 0 the operators A n are invertible and the norms of the inverses are uniformly bounded. On the other hand, it is well known that the invertibility of A is not enough to guaranty the applicability of the method or the stability of the sequence. A related problem, which originates from statistical physics where finite-dimensional systems of very large dimension (on the order of 10 8 ) appear, is to infer properties of the large finite-dimensional operator from its infinite-dimensional counterpart.
The projections P n are chosen depending on the space X, the operator A, and the purpose for studying (1) . If X is a Lebesgue function space, typical projections are related to spline approximation methods or the finite section method (FSM). For function spaces on the real line, the projections associated with the FSM are simply the operators P n := χ [−n,n] I of multiplication with the characteristic functions of the interval [−n, n], respectively.
Approximation methods have been studied since the mid 1970s by many authors with the use of the so-called algebraic techniques. The main idea is to embed the approximation sequence {A n } n∈N in a certain algebra of approximation sequences, in which the applicability of the method is easily related to an invertibility problem in that algebra. The application of Banach algebra techniques to singular integral and convolution operators of increasing complexity in several directions (from continuous coefficients or symbols, to piecewise continuous, slowly oscillating, almost-periodic and so on; similarly from the Cauchy singular integral operators, to Wiener-Hopf, then Wiener-Hopf plus Hankel operators, or even algebras generated by such operators) first on the Lebesgue space L 2 (R) (resulting in C * -algebras), then on L p (R) for 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ has led to a great increase in the technical difficulty of the proofs.
Our main objective in this paper is in a sense to apply a simpler but more powerful and robust variant of the algebraic technique that is capable of solving the applicability problem with the greatest generality in terms of spaces, symbols and coefficients and with much simpler proofs.
We will prove the following main result, which shows that for a large class of operators, the finite section method is applicable if and only if the operator is invertible. In the other cases our method gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for the applicability of the FSM, in terms of the invertibility of an additional collection of operators, each a homomorphic image of the original approximation sequence, which we call snapshots. Theorem 1. Let A be an operator with its related finite section sequence A = {A n } belonging to a certain class A 1 . Then the Finite Section Method applies to A if and only if all snapshots are invertible in L(X).
The class A 1 of Theorem 1 covers finite section sequences of sums and products of multiplication operators and convolution operators, with highly discontinuous generating functions, including L ∞ functions with limits at infinity for the multiplication operators and slowly oscillating, almost periodic and piecewise continuous functions for the convolution operators, which can be present together for the first time. 1 We believe that the ideas described here can be used with advantage over the traditional algebraic methods to study spline approximation methods, or approximation methods in many other spaces.
The paper is organized as follows: in the next section we introduce definitions and some basic results for the function and multiplier spaces. We use in some cases simpler definitions than before, and discuss their relation with the classically defined spaces. We also review the previous results regarding the finite section method for convolution-type operators, and introduce the P-framework, which is the basis of the new approach. We finish the section by discussing the classes of operators that can be included in the P-framework. In the third section, which is the core of the paper, we introduce the notion of rich sequences and develop the whole algebraic procedure until proving the main result in several versions, one of them even including the flip operator. Finally, in the last section, we compare the new results with the older ones and discuss the change of paradigm which results from the present approach.
Some basic concepts
We collect in this section some definitions, concepts and base results that are needed in the latter part of the work and prove some new and highly interesting results on the classification of convolution operators. We also give very briefly some pointers to the history of the use of algebraic techniques in approximation methods.
Function algebras
Let's start with the definition of piecewise continuous, slowly oscillating, uniformly continuous and almost periodic functions. All function algebras here are considered as subalgebras of L ∞ (R). We represent the one-point compactification of the real line byṘ.
• For λ ∈Ṙ let PC λ be set of all functions being continuous onṘ \ {λ} and having finite one-sided limits at λ. Similarly, SO λ is the set of all functions being continuous onṘ \ {λ} and slowly oscillating at λ, i.e.
for every r ∈ (0, 1), where osc(f, I) := esssup{|f (t) − f (s)| : t, s ∈ I}.
• By PC we denote the smallest closed algebra including all PC λ , λ ∈Ṙ, and by SO we denote the smallest closed algebra including all SO λ , λ ∈Ṙ.
The definitions of SO λ and SO are the ones used in the works of Y. Karlovich (where SO is denoted there by SO , see for instance [19] ).
The definition of PC is not the usual one, but it is chosen here for two reasons: Firstly it gives the definitions of PC and SO in a unified and consistent picture, and secondly it is much more convenient for the subsequent proofs. Actually, this characterization of PC is equivalent to the classical definition:
Lemma 2. The algebra PC is exactly the algebra of the functions with finite onesided limits at each point x ∈Ṙ.
Proof. Since the generators of PC have finite one-sided limits at each point, the inclusion "⊂" is obvious. Conversely, let f be piecewise continuous in this latter sense. For any prescribed > 0 the set of points x ∈Ṙ with |f (x+) − f (x−)| > is finite (Otherwise, if it was infinite, it would have an accumulation point in the (compact) setṘ, at which the one-sided limits cannot exist.) For each closed interval I between such two points we proceed as follows: For each interior point x ∈ I define y x := (f (x−) + f (x+))/2 and choose an open neighborhood of x such that f − y x < on this neighborhood. At the endpoints of I do this for y x being the respective one-sided limit. These open sets cover I. By compactness we can choose a finite subcovering, and finally let g I be the linear interpolation of all the respective y x i on I with the respective one-sided limits of f at the boundary of I. Combining these g I to one function g overṘ we arrive at f − g ∞ ≤ 2 . Since g has only finitely many discontinuities, is arbitrary and PC is closed, we are done.
By L ∞ 0 we abbreviate the set of all functions a ∈ L ∞ (R) with
Finally, denote by BUC the set (actually the Banach algebra) of all bounded and uniformly continuous functions on R, by C(R) the subalgebra of all continuous functions a with finite limits a(−∞) and a(+∞), and by C(Ṙ) the subalgebra of those continuous functions with finite limit a(−∞) = a(+∞) at infinity. AP shall stand for the smallest closed subalgebra which contains all functions x → e iλx , λ ∈ R. Its elements are called almost periodic functions. Clearly, C(Ṙ) ⊂ C(R) ⊂ BUC and AP ⊂ BUC as well as SO ∞ ⊂ BUC.
Multiplier algebras
and
with some constant c p independent of u. Then W 0 (a) extends to a bounded linear operator on L p (R). This extension will again be denoted by W 0 (a) and is referred to as the Fourier convolution operator with the symbol function a.
Notice that all convolution operators are shift invariant, i.e.
By a theorem of Hörmander ([16] ), also the converse is true:
is known to be a Banach algebra with the norm a
, and particularly includes x → − sgn(x) for every 1 < p < ∞, the symbol of the Cauchy singular integral operator S :
Let p ∈ (1, ∞) \ {2}. By M <p> we denote the set of all multipliers b ∈ M p for which there exists a δ > 0 (depending on b) such that b ∈ M r for all r ∈ (p − δ, p + δ).
This yields e.g. the algebra PC p of piecewise continuous (which particularly contains − sgn, the symbol of the Cauchy singular integral operator) and the algebra SO p of slowly oscillating multipliers (which includes the algebra SO p defined in [19] ). Actually, we are going to attack a larger algebra within this paper: Let [PC, SO, BUC] stand for the smallest closed algebra which includes all PC-, SO-, and BUC-functions, (hence also all AP-functions), we are then interested in all multipliers belonging to
Notice that the definitions of these algebras are intuitive, simple and short, and one might ask whether they are equivalent to the classical approach and the more technical definitions in the literature. We have the following result, whose proof is trivial.
Lemma 3. The algebra PC p includes the smallest closed subalgebra of M p that is generated by all C(Ṙ) p -functions and all χ [λ,∞) , λ ∈ R. Moreover, it includes the smallest closed subalgebra of M p that contains all piecewise constant functions having only finitely many discontinuities.
Also, PC p ⊃ PC 2.3. The Finite Section Method in algebras of convolution operators Let P := (P n ) be the sequence of projections P n = χ [−n,n] I on the space L p (R) and consider the Finite Section Method P n AP n u n = P n v for n = 1, 2, . . .
for an operator A.
The applicability and properties of the FSM described above, and its discrete analogue in sequence spaces caught the interest of a large number of researchers that have obtained and extended results in various directions since at least the 1960s up to the present: various types of symbols and operators [4, 10, 18, 22, 31, 33, 40] , multidimensional case [3, 6, 14, 20, 24] , spline methods [10, 14, 17, 36] , Toeplitz, Hankel and other operators [26, 29, 30] , asymptotics, behavior of eigenvalues, approximation numbers and numerical ranges [2, 9, 12, 28, 35, 41] , structure of the approximation algebras [1, 11, 37] , are just some examples. The above references are far from being exhaustive, see also the monographs [7, 8, 15, 25, 27, 32] and the references cited therein.
Gohberg and Feldman [13] were the first to obtain conditions for the applicability of the method for some classes of continuous symbol convolution operators on L p (R), and Kozak [21] introduced the algebraic approach. Another important early milestone for tackling piecewise continuous generating functions was Silbermann's paper [40] where he found a compact-like ideal of sequences and a corresponding snapshot, so that the stability problem could be decomposed into the invertibility of the snapshot and invertibility of the coset in the quotient algebra. That idea has been used ever since, usually complemented by localization techniques to find invertibility conditions for the coset.
When P n is strongly convergent most proofs make use of the close relationship between strong convergence and the ideal of compact operators. In this context, the observation that the multiplication of a strongly convergent sequence by a compact operator gives uniform convergence plays a fundamental role. For non-strongly convergent projections, as it is the case for the finite section projections in l ∞ (Z) or L ∞ (R), S. Roch and B. Silbermann [34] (see also [25, 4.36 et seq.] ) initiated the idea of changing the above mentioned connection between compactness and strong convergence to a definition. Starting with the projection sequence P := (P n ) n∈N , one substitutes the usual compact operators by compact-like operators related to that sequence. The P-compact operators will be those operators K ∈ L(X) such that KP n − K and P n K − K tend to zero as n → ∞.
This new approach with the adapted ideal of P-compact operators happens to also be useful in the cases 1 < p < ∞, and is at the heart of the results we present. In [23] the authors managed to use the new approach to get, besides the complete solution for the cases p ∈ {1, ∞}, the solution for the so-called quasi-banded operators, which include all convolutions with generating function continuous at all finite points of R, but do not include the general piecewise continuous case. The present work purposes to bring the P-framework together with localization techniques in order to cover for the first time quasi-banded operators and operators of convolution with piecewise continuous generating functions.
The P-framework and Fredholm property
Let X be a Banach space and P = (P n ) n∈N a sequence of projections P n ∈ L(X) such that 1. P n P n+1 = P n+1 P n = P n for all n ∈ N, 2. lim n→∞ P n x = x for each x ∈ X, 3.
i∈U (P i − P i−1 ) = 1 for every finite subset U ⊂ N. Although these conditions seem to be somewhat technical at a first glance, they actually have a very natural meaning: the projections are nested (1.), cover the whole space (2.), and provide a uniformly bounded partition (3.), in a sense. Therefore P is said to be a uniform approximate identity. For a rigorous treatment (in an even more relaxed setup) we refer to [27, 39] . In fact, recall from [27] that the set
of all P-compact operators is a Banach algebra. Further we denote the set of all operators which are compatible with K(X, P) by
It is known that L(X, P) is a Banach algebra as well, and K(X, P) forms a closed two-sided ideal in L(X, P).
An operator A ∈ L(X, P) is said to be P-Fredholm if there exists a P-regularizer B ∈ L(X), that is, AB − I, BA − I ∈ K(X, P). These P-regularizers belong to L(X, P) again ([39, Theorem 1.16]). Therefore one may also equivalently define that A is P-Fredholm if A + K(X, P) is invertible in the quotient algebra L(X, P)/K(X, P). Of course, the usual Fredholm property has to dovetail with this modified setting:
• A ∈ L(X, P) is Fredholm iff there exist projections P, P ∈ K(X, P) of finite rank such that im P = ker A and ker P = im A. In that case A is P-Fredholm.
• A ∈ L(X, P) is not Fredholm iff for every > 0 and every l ∈ N there exists a projection Q ∈ K(X, P) with rank Q ≥ l such that AQ < or QA < .
If the above holds then P is said to equip X with the P-dichotomy, and actually this is shown to be true in the cases one is usually interested in, such as X being a Hilbert space, We say that a sequence (A n ) ⊂ L(X, P) converges P-strongly to A ∈ L(X) if
holds for every K ∈ K(X, P). In that case (A n ) is automatically bounded, its Pstrong limit A = P-lim A n is automatically contained in L(X, P) and
These P-substitutes for the classical triple (compactness, Fredholmness, strong convergence) provide us with a "universe" which mimics the classical world in large parts. The advantage is that this new framework has a simple consistent and symmetric algebraic structure, it is more flexible and it is better adapted to the setting X with the sequence of the projections P n .
In the next section, we return to our concrete setting X = L p (R) with the sequence of the (non-compact) canonical projections P n . Notice that this approach already served as a key instrument in [23] for the treatment of the finite sections of arbitrary convolution and convolution type operators operators on the spaces L 1 (R) and L ∞ (R), where the situation with the classical approach is even worse: the P n do not converge * -strongly there.
Classes of convolution operators in L(X, P)
Consider X = L p (R), 1 < p < ∞, with P = (P n ) = (χ [−n,n] I) the sequence of the canonical projections and abbreviate the complementary projections by Q n := I −P n .
Notice that K(X) ⊂ K(X, P) ⊂ L(X, P) ⊂ L(X) and all inclusions are proper (see e.g. [22] ).
Definition 5. An operator A ∈ L(X) is called band operator with band-width w if
The elements in the smallest closed algebra which contains all band operators are called band-dominated operators. Moreover, A ∈ L(X) is said to be quasi-banded if
Almost obviously, band operators are band-dominated, and band-dominated ones are quasi-banded. Moreover, one can show [23, 27, 22] that both, the set of banddominated operators and the set of quasi-banded operators are closed and inverse closed subalgebras of L(X, P) which contain K(X, P) as a closed ideal. If A from one of these algebras is P-Fredholm, then its P-regularizers are in the same algebra again.
Remark 6. Roughly speaking these definitions determine to what extend the operators are able to transport information along the axis. The definition of band operators is primarily motivated by the analogous l p -setting, where one has a natural interpretation of bounded linear operators as infinite matrices. Then the definition just means that band operators have only a finite number of non-zero diagonals.
Besides, there are equivalent characterizations which appear to be very natural also in the L p -setting. For this, define the commutator [A, B] := AB − BA of two operators A, B, and moreover, for every function ϕ over R and t > 0 introduce the inflated copy ϕ t by ϕ t (x) = ϕ(x/t). 
Surprisingly this is also equivalent to
[A, ϕ t I] → 0 as t → ∞ for the particular functions ϕ(x) := e ±ix .
For convolutions (i.e. shift-invariant operators, by Hörmanders result) this means
In this case b ∈ BUC. On the other hand, if
Proof. The first part is Proposition 7. For the second, we start with the case p = 2. Then, with ϕ(
which tends to 0 as t → ∞ iff b ∈ BUC. On the other hand, again by Proposition 7, this tends to zero iff
Finally, let b ∈ BUC p . Since the algebra of band-dominated operators is closed we can restrict our considerations to a dense subset and assume that b ∈ M r for an r with |r − 2| > |p − 2|, by the definition of BUC p . Then, for every ϕ ∈ BUC,
For quasi-banded convolutions we have a characterization similar to (6) as well.
Proof. Define χ − := χ (−∞,0] and χ + := χ [0,∞) and recall from [23,
is quasi-banded if and only if χ ± Aχ ∓ I are P-compact. Let (7) be true. The desired P-compactness easily follows if χ ± AV ∓n χ ∓ V ±n → 0 as n → ∞, since A is shift invariant. But this is obvious taking (7) for the continuous piecewise linear splines ϕ(x) = 0 (x ≤ 0), ϕ(x) = 1 (x ≥ 1) resp. 1 − ϕ into account, e.g.
Conversely, let A = W 0 (b) be quasi-banded, ϕ ∈ C(R), ϕ ∞ = 1, and > 0. Since A − χ − Aχ − I − χ + Aχ + I is P-compact for which (7) obviously holds, it suffices to consider B = χ + Aχ + I. Firstly choose m ∈ N such that |ϕ(x)−ϕ(+∞)| < for all x ≥ m. Moreover, there is an r such that on each of the intervals [(k − 1)m/r, km/r], k = 1, . . . , r, it holds that |ϕ(x) − ϕ(km/r)| < , respectively. W.l.o.g. we can assume that m/r = 1, otherwise replace ϕ by ϕ r/m . Also, there exists a t 0 such that ϕ t − ϕ t ∞ < for every t ≥ t 0 , where t denotes the largest integer ≤ t. Since B is quasi-banded we can find a t 1 ∈ N, t 1 ≥ t 0 such that, with Q n := I − P n , sup n>0 Q n+t BP n < 2m + 1 and sup n>0 P n BQ n+t < 2m + 1 for all t ≥ t 1 .
Fix t ∈ N, t ≥ t 1 . For i ∈ N set P {i} := P i −P i−1 and for U ⊂ N introduce the notation P U := i∈U P {i} and Q U := I − P U . Now set U 0 := ∅, U k := {(k − 1)t + 1, . . . , kt},
Now we apply the partition N = m+1 k=1 U k as follows:
where the second term is less than as is shown before. For the first term we abbreviate ψ k := ϕ t (kt) = ϕ(k), k = 1, . . . , m, and ψ m+1 := ϕ(+∞), and get
R) of the norm less than 2 . Also the norm of the third term is less than , again by the above construction. Thus, for integers t ≥ t 1 ,
Due to the choice of t 0 we get a similar estimate for arbitrary real numbers t ≥ t 0 with an additional summand 2 B at the right hand side. It remains to estimate the sum in (8):
For the middle term m+1 k=1 P U k BP U k ≤ B is obvious since this operator can be regarded as a block diagonal operator. Similarly, with the blocks
as well as
Finally, the two remaining summands have also norm · ≤ B and we can conclude that the sum in (8) is ≤ 5 B , hence
With a similar estimate for B = χ − Aχ − I this yields (7) and finishes the proof since > 0 was chosen arbitrarily.
In [23] it has already been proved that quasi-banded operators, hence most of the operators we are interested in, belong to L(X, P). In particular, convolutions with multipliers in SO p , AP p and C(R) p are quasi-banded as is shown there. Here is the remaining ingredient for the present paper:
Lemma 10. The Cauchy singular integral operator S belongs to L(X, P), but is not quasi-banded.
Proof. Let u ∈ X = L p (R) and n > m. Using the modulus inequality, Hölder's inequality and (q − 1) p q = 1 we obtain,
. Since for any m ∈ N the last expression tends to 0 as n → ∞, we have P m S(I − P n ) → 0 as n → ∞.
Now from the equality (I
Finally, S is not quasi-banded by [23, Proposition 26] .
Proof. In the case p = 2 we have already tackled all generators of [PC, SO, BUC] in the previous considerations. If p = 2 then we again use an interpolation argument as in the proof of Corollary 8 and combine it with [27, Proposition 1.1.8] which states that an operator A belongs to L(X, P) if and only if
. By the RieszThorin Interpolation Theorem we get convergence to zero also over L p (R). We point out that slowly oscillating multipliers with discontinuities at finite points do not generate band-dominated convolutions, but only quasi-banded operators.
Setting up the algebraic framework
The basic idea for the study of stability (and more general properties) of the finite sections sequences is to embed these sequences A = {A n } into a Banach algebra framework. In this framework, there is a family of homomorphisms which condense A to single operators which we call snapshots. Intuitively speaking we pursue a divide and conquer strategy: each one of these snapshots captures a certain easy part of the relevant properties of A, and all of them together are sufficient for the complete characterization of A.
We start with defining this algebra framework on an abstract level and state all relevant prerequisites as well as the main results. In Section 3.2 we apply this tool to our problem and show that it covers the classes of convolution type operators that we announced in the introduction. At this stage, the general main theorem still contains a somewhat abstract and unhandy condition which is removed in Section 3.3 by localization. This then yields the main results of this paper, in particular Theorem 1. Finally, in Section 3.4 we propose a slightly modified implementation of the framework which makes the snapshots a little more involved, but then additionally includes the flip operator, hence Hankel operators, as well.
Algebras of structured and rich sequences
Here we mainly follow [23, 38, 39] . Let X be a Banach space. We are interested in the study of bounded sequences A = {A n } n∈N of bounded operators A n ∈ L(X). By F we denote the set (actually the Banach algebra, equipped with the usual entrywise defined linear structure and the norm A := sup n A n ) of all such bounded sequences.
As announced, we further introduce a family (w.r.t. an index set T ) of snapshots W t (A), t ∈ T , which are bounded linear operators on certain Banach spaces X t , respectively. This is done as follows: Suppose that for each t ∈ T there is a sequence of Banach algebra isomorphisms E t n : L(X t ) → L(X), n ∈ N. Then the sequence {A (t)
} is a transformed copy of A of operators now acting on X t . Then, let F T denote the set of all sequences A ∈ F with the property that for every t ∈ T there exists an operator in L(X t ), which we denote by W t (A), such that
This convergence is to be understood as as one of the three following cases:
• Either all these limits are * -strong limits, which means that
• or on every space X t there exists a uniform approximate identity P t which equips X t with the P t -dichotomy, and the limits are P t -strong limits, respectively. In that case W t (A) has to belong to L(X t , P t ),
• or there is a partition of T = T * ∪ T P , and the limits for t ∈ T * are supposed to be * -strong limits, whereas for all t ∈ T P they are P t -strong limits as above, respectively.
... We say that the sequences in F T are T -structured, since they have a certain asymptotic structure which is reflected in their snapshots.
Compact and Fredholm sequences Besides invertibility and stability, we also want to address a Fredholm property (kind of "almost stability"), thus we have to introduce compact-like sequences as follows:
For t ∈ T let K t be the set of all compact or P t -compact operators, depending on the type of the convergence (i.e. depending on whether t ∈ T * or t ∈ T P ). Then, let J T be the smallest closed subspace of F which contains all sequences {E t n (K)}, K ∈ K t , t ∈ T , and all sequences {G n }, G n → 0 as n → ∞.
In order to make things fit together one has to impose two natural conditions:
(II) For all τ, t ∈ T and every K t ∈ K t it holds that
The first condition guarantees that the transformations are not too exotic, and the second one is usually referred to as the separability condition and means that the directions from which one can look at a sequence are separated in the sense that the (P t -)compact operators K t and their liftings {E t n (K t )} which arise from one point of view t ∈ T are invisible from every other direction τ .
In such a setting, F
T is a unital 3 Banach algebra which includes J T as a closed two-sided ideal. The mappings W t : F T → L(X t ), t ∈ T , which send each A to W t (A), respectively, are Banach algebra homomorphisms. A sequence A ∈ F T is said to be J T -Fredholm if A + J T is invertible in the quotient algebra F T /J T . So this is "invertibility modulo J T -compact sequences". Actually, if A is J T -Fredholm then all its snapshots are Fredholm, resp. P-Fredholm. If all snapshots are Fredholm then A is said to be regular.
The collection of the main results for T -structured sequences reads as follows:
1. If A is a regular J T -Fredholm sequence then, for sufficiently large n, the operators A n are Fredholm and all snapshots W 
Analogously, the approximation numbers from the left have the β(A)-splitting property, where
If one snapshot is not Fredholm then, for all
k ∈ N, min{s r k (A n ), s l k (A n )} → 0 as n → ∞.
A is stable if and only if A is J
T -Fredholm and all snapshots are invertible.
So, roughly speaking, in the Fredholm case, the Fredholm properties of A n are captured by the snapshots, in particular the stability is connected with the invertibility of all W t (A). Otherwise, if one snapshot is not Fredholm then also the A n cannot be close to Fredholmness.
Of course, we have to recall the definitions of the approximation numbers which are used here to gather the Fredholm properties of the A n from [39] 
3 Clearly, {I} is its unit.
In a sense, these numbers measure the degree of (or distance to) injectivity and surjectivity, respectively. Also notice that in case of X being a Hilbert space, these approximation numbers coincide with the lower singular values of A or A * , respectively.
Rich sequences Actually, for our purposes in Section 3.2 this framework of Tstructured sequences is still too restrictive, and what we need is a tool for sequences A which may not be T -structured (as a full sequence), but which have at least sufficiently many subsequences A g = {A gn } (where g : N → N is strictly increasing) being T -structured.
To be more precise, we firstly point out, that one can of course fix such a strictly increasing sequence g = (g n ) and consider the above machinery for subsequences A g = {A gn } instead. In an analogous way to F and F T g we define F g as the set of all bounded sequences A g and F T g as the set of all A g ∈ F g for which all limits
Clearly, the analogous conditions (I) and (II) hold. Define, further, the set J Here is now the next step: A sequence A ∈ F is rich if every subsequence of A has a T -structured subsequence A g = {A gn }, i.e. A g ∈ F T g . Denote the set of all rich sequences by R T . Furthermore, for A ∈ R T we denote by H A the set of all strictly increasing g : N → N for which A g ∈ F T g . Also, all snapshots of T -structured subsequences of A are referred to as snapshots of A.
Theorem 13. It holds that

F ⊃ R
T ⊃ F T are Banach algebras and R T is inverse closed in F. 2. If for A = {A n } ∈ R T every T -structured subsequence has a regularly J TFredholm subsequence then A has finite α-and β-number α(A), β(A), i.e.
where 
The sequence algebra framework for convolution type operators
Now we come back to our initial problem, the finite section method for convolution type operators on X := L p (R), and we apply the general theory of the previous section to this concrete situation. This actually means that we are aiming for a framework which includes the algebra
For this we set T := T P ∪ T * with T P := {−, c, +} and T * := R, and further X t := L p (R) for every t ∈ T , where
T is the set of all A = {A n } ∈ F for which the P-strong limits
and, for every t ∈ T * , the * -strong limits
exist, where we recall the homomorphisms
from [18] . Clearly, we have to ensure that Lemma 14. The Conditions (I) and (II) are satisfied.
Proof. Since all V n , Z n and U t are isometric isomorphisms, the first condition is obvious. For the second one we start with K := P m = χ [−m,m] I, and recall from [23] that for the sequence {E . For {K} with arbitrary K ∈ K(X, P) just use the observation K = P m KP m + K(I − P m ) + (I − P m )KP m . Then, given any prescribed > 0, choose and fix m sufficiently large such that the second and third summand get less than and observe the desired convergence for the first summand. So, W ± ({K}) = 0 and H t ({K}) = 0, t ∈ R, easily follow. Liftings {E ± n (K)} = {V ±n KV ∓n } are treated similarly. Now, for t ∈ R consider {J n } = {U −t Z n KZ −1 n U t } with K a compact operator. The limits H s {J n } = 0 for s = t were shown in [11, Proposition 4.3] . Next,
n U t P m U −t Z n K → 0 as n → ∞, for every m, as discussed above. By duality, W c {J n } = 0 follows. The snapshots W ± {J n } = 0 are proved analogously and the rest is straightforward.
Thus, we have the above Theorems 12 and 13 available, and the rest of this section is devoted to the proof that this applies to all sequences in A:
In fact, all we have to do is to check that the generators of A are rich. For {K} it is already clear by Lemma 14, and the remaining cases are treated in the subsequent lemmas, where we also compute their snapshots. Define χ − := χ (−∞,0] and χ + := χ [0,+∞) .
λ we have {aI} ∈ F T where, for all t ∈ R,
For a ∈ SO ∞ it holds that {aI} ∈ R T , where all snapshots W t ({aI} g ), g ∈ H {aI} , t ∈ T \ {c}, are multiples of the identity.
Proof. The W-snapshots for all functions under consideration are almost obvious or have already been discussed in [23] .
Since a ∈ L ∞ 0 yields aI ∈ K c = K(X, P), hence {aI} ∈ J T , we see that all H-snapshots are zero by Lemma 14.
Functions a ∈ PC ∪ λ∈R SO λ can be decomposed a = a(−∞)χ − +a(+∞)χ + +a 0 with a 0 ∈ L ∞ 0 , and χ ± are tackled in [18, Proposition 7.4.b] . Finally, let a ∈ SO ∞ and g : N → N be strictly increasing. From [22, Prop. 3.39] or [23] it is already known that there is a subsequence h ⊂ g such that the W-snapshots of {aI} h exist. It remains to show that for a certain subsequence l of h one also has the existence of all H t , t ∈ R. For this we consider
The set of all continuous functions u with compact support U u such that 0 / ∈ U u is dense in L p (R), thus it suffices to consider such u. Fix one point x 0 ∈ U u . Then, by a Bolzano-Weierstrass argument, there is a subsequence l of h such that a(l n x 0 ) converges, lets say to a 0 . Since a ∈ SO ∞ the oscillation osc(a(l n ·), U u ) tends to zero, hence the sequence of the functions x → a(l n x)u(x) converges uniformly to the function a 0 u(x), which gives the claim.
Lemma 17. For every Fourier multiplier b it holds that
T and the H t -snapshots (of T -structured subsequences) are still of the form W 0 (c − χ − + c + χ + ) with constants c − , c + .
Proof. The W-snapshots are clear, since convolution operators are shift invariant.
For the H-snapshots we first assume that p = 2. Then it suffices to consider the generators W 0 (b) separately with b either uniformly continuous over R,
The piecewise continuous and the slowly oscillating b are already studied in [18, Proposition 7.4 .c]. so, let b ∈ BUC and > 0. Then there exists a δ > 0 such that sup{osc(b, [t−δ, t+δ]) : t ∈ R} < . Let ϕ t be the continuous piecewise linear spline which is 1 at the point t and 0 outside the interval [t − δ, t + δ], resp. Then where the first term has the H t -snapshot b(t)I, the third one has H t -snapshot zero, and the second one has norm less then . Since and t were arbitrarily chosen, we find that H t (W 0 (b)) must be b(t)I for every t ∈ R. Now let p = 2 and fix b ∈ [PC, SO, BUC] p and g : N → N. We can already assume that b ∈ M r for an r with |2 − p| < |2 − r|. Indeed, this is clear since, by the definition of the algebra [·] p , these particular functions are dense, and moreover the H-homomorphisms are bounded (even uniformly w.r.t. t ∈ R). The sequence
exist as well. By symmetry reasons it suffices to consider t = 0. Note that the snapshot ) which tends * -strongly to the identity (see Figure 2) . For u ∈ L p (R) consider the decomposition 
, hence also the second summands above, tend to zero. Since was arbitrarily fixed, we get that Z 
Finally, it is immediate that
Lemma 19. For the sequence {P n } and for every t ∈ R it holds
Finite sections of convolution type operators
Theorem 13 gives us stability conditions and a characterization of the asymptotic behavior of the approximation numbers for a wide class of operator sequences: the T -rich sequences. To know if the conditions are satisfied, we need to know whether or when for a given sequence A every T -structured subsequence has a subsequence A h which is regularly J T -Fredholm, that means a subsequence A h such that A h +J T h is invertible in the quotient algebra F T h /J T h and all operators W t (A h ) and H t (A h ) are Fredholm.
We will show, in particular, for finite sections of operators in a large class of convolution type operators, that the P-Fredholmness of the three snapshots
In order to apply Allan-Douglas principle, we start by defining, for each continuous function ϕ ∈ C(Ṙ), the sequence of expanded functions given by
Define further, C := {{ϕ n I} : ϕ ∈ C(Ṙ)} and note that an alternative representation is given by
Proposition 20. C is a closed commutative subalgebra of F T ⊂ R T with W ± {ϕ n I} = ϕ(±1)I, W c {ϕ n I} = ϕ(0)I and H t {ϕ n I} = ϕI for all t ∈ R;
and is isometrically isomorphic to C(Ṙ).
Proof. Note that W + {ϕ n I} = P-lim n→∞ φ n I, with φ n (x) := ϕ( x+n n ). Since φ n converges pointwise to ϕ(1) and ϕ ∈ C(Ṙ), then ϕ n I converges P-strongly to ϕ(1)I. The same arguments apply to the other W-snapshots. For the H-snapshots, the assertion is straightforward taking into account (10) . Thus, C is a closed commutative subalgebra of F T and it is also clear that the map {ϕ n } → ϕ is an isometric isomorphism. A and B, let [A, B] denote the commutator AB − BA.
For sequences
Proof. Assertion (a) is a consequence of Corollary 11 and Theorem 9. For the symbols
and since [ϕI, W 0 (χ + )] is a compact operator (see [32, Prop 5.3 .1]) we obtain assertion (b).
We now introduce a subalgebra A 1 of A by
and mention that it is not known if A 1 is really a proper subalgebra of A, since it is unknown whether there are multipliers in PC p which do not belong to the smallest closed algebra which includes all [PC λ , SO, BUC] p , λ ∈ R. Anyway, this algebra covers, unites and extends all previously considered cases in the literature.
Proof. It suffices to check the assertion for the generators of A 1 . Clearly, constant sequences {aI} of operators of multiplication, as well as {P n } commute with {ϕ n I}, and {K} ∈ J T by definition. The generators {W 0 (b)} are covered by the previous proposition, since every b ∈ [PC λ , SO, BUC] p can be decomposed as b = αχ λ + c with α ∈ C and c ∈ [SO, BUC] p , hence
where the latter summand tends to 0 as n → ∞ and the first one is in J T .
Let h be an increasing sequence of natural numbers, C h := {C h : C ∈ C} and let L ) is invertible for every s ∈Ṙ. We want to identify these local cosets, and for this goal we consider a subalgebra of A 1 which still contains the finite sections we are interested in. Definition 23. Let F A 1 be the smallest closed subalgebra of R T which contains all finite section sequences {P n A n P n + (I − P n )}, with {A n } ∈ A 1 . Clearly, F A 1 ⊂ A 1 and it is not hard to check that each of its elements A = {A n } is of the form
with a certain complex number µ A . Proposition 24. Let A ∈ F A 1 and g : N → N be strictly increasing. Then there exists a subsequence
is P-Fredholm and B (or B ± , resp.) is a P-regularizer, then the sequence {B} h (or {V ±hn B ± V ∓hn } h , resp.) belongs to L T h as well.
Proof. Since A is rich we can always easily pass to T -structured subsequences A h , and then Corollary 22 yields A h ∈ L 
Actually, this already holds for the full sequence A.
For the local algebra at s = 1, we will check the assertion even for all sequences in A 1 , and we start with the generators. It holds that
) and clearly equality (b) also holds for all
) exists, and in particular, a h := lim n→∞ a(h n ) ∈ C exists. Defining intervals J n := [n/2, 3n/2], one can choose a continuous function ϕ which is supported in J 1 and ϕ(1) = ϕ = 1. Then, actually, it holds much more, namely osc(a, J n ) → 0 as n → ∞, and hence (a − a h )ϕ n ≤ (a − a h )χ Jn → 0. Consequently, it must hold for A h as well. Lastly, if |s| > 1 then we benefit from the restriction to the finite section algebra
, and arrive at (even for arbitrary h)
Now let B be a P-regularizer of W c (A h ), i.e. {B}{W c (A h )} = {I} + {K} with a P-compact K. One easily checks that this yields the invertibility of all snapshots
, s ∈ R, and that their respective inverses are the snapshots of {B} h . Thus {B} h ∈ F 
Proof. Let A g be T -structured. Proposition 24 yields a subsequence A h . By the Allan-Douglas local principle, it is enough to show that Φ s (A h + J T h ) is invertible for every s ∈Ṙ providing the snapshots W t (A h ), t ∈ T P , are P-Fredholm.
, and the P-
). Analogously, the P-Fredholmness of W − (A h ) and W c (A h ) imply the invertibility of the local elements at s = −1 and |s| < 1, respectively. Finally, if |s| > 1 the PFredholmness of W + (A h ), which is of the form χ − W + (A h )χ − I + µ A (1 − χ − )I implies that µ A is non-zero and therefore the claim.
Summarizing the previous results together with Theorem 13 we obtain Theorem 26. For A = {A n } ∈ F A 1 it holds that
• If all snapshots of A are Fredholm then A has finite α-and β-number given by
• If one snapshot is not Fredholm then A cannot have both finite α− and β− number.
• A is stable if and only if all snapshots are invertible.
This particularly yields our motivating Theorem 1.
The flip and Hankel operators
In this very last step we are going to include the flip operator
and by this get access also to Hankel operators which are, by definition, of the form
More precisely, we want to consider the algebra
Unfortunately, this is not possible directly by the above approach because {J} is not T -rich as the W ± -and the H t -snapshots, t = 0, do not exist for any subsequence. The point is that the local properties at the "directions" t = + and t = − (as well as at different t ∈ R) are separated in case of A-sequences, whereas {J} now connects the directions + and − (resp. t and −t). Therefore we introduce an adapted symmetrized framework which combines the snapshots W ± , as well as the pairs H s , H −s (s > 0) into operator-matrix-valued snapshots W * , H s, * , respectively. These mappings are again
h of S-structured (sub)sequences, which particularly cover all A h ∈ F T h (T -structured in the former sense) and {J}, hence all generators of B, with
The homomorphisms W c and H 0 remain as before. Then we get for the finite section algebra F B that is generated by all {P n A n P n +(I −P n )} with {A n } ∈ B the following.
Theorem 27. For A = {A n } ∈ F B it holds that
• If all snapshots of A are Fredholm then A has finite α-and β-number with
(similarly for β(A)) and for every S-structured subsequence A h
• If one snapshot is not Fredholm then A cannot have both finite α−, β− number.
We only sketch the proof since it follows in large parts the same line as before. The main technical ingredients here are special tricky transformations which help to overcome the unpleasant "non-local" behavior of the flip operator. Proof. 1st step: Given A = {A n } ∈ R T , the sequence {Ã n } of operators
has the same stability properties, the same α-and β-number, and theÃ n have the same Fredholm indices as the A n , resp. Set R 1 := χ + I, R 2 := W 0 (χ + ), S i := I − R i , P n := P n 0 0 P n and
Then T
−1 i
= T i andP = (P n ) is a uniform approximate identity on L(L p (R)×L p (R)). 
exist. One immediately checks that also in this new setting F S the two conditions (I) and (II) in Section 3.1 are fulfilled. Hence the construction of compact J S -sequences, the larger algebra R S of S-rich sequences and Theorems 12 and 13 are available. 3rd step: By straightforward computations we can easily check that for every A h = {A hn } ∈ F T h and also for A h = {J} h the snapshots W * (A h ) = W +, * (Ã h ) and H s, * (A h ) = H s, * (Ã h ) are as announced in (13) , and that Then, by this and the 1st step, the formulas in Theorems 12 and 13 easily translate to the assertion of the present Theorem 27. 
Conclusions
The approach of this paper provides not only the well known results on the stability / applicability of the Finite Section Method for classes of convolution type operators with piecewise continuous and slowly oscillating data [18, 31] , but goes far beyond: On the one hand it completes the picture by describing also non-stable sequences in terms of the asymptotic behavior of their approximation numbers and Fredholm indices. On the other hand it covers much larger classes of data, including almost periodic, even BUC, multipliers b, as well as operators of multiplication with almost arbitrary functions a having restrictions only on the behavior at infinity. Actually, our approach permits to build upon much simpler (and probably even more general) definitions of the multiplier algebras. Finally, also the flip hence Hankel operators are included.
Moreover, the constructions and proofs have become much simpler. In the previous works the localization had to be done over more involved commutative subalgebras of sequences arising from slowly oscillating functions whose definition is technical and the characterization of their maximal ideal spaces required hard proofs. This is now replaced by the simple algebra C. The keys for this simplification are the application of the P-theory, the concept of rich sequences, and the valuable characterizations of quasi-banded operators.
Another remarkable point is that the role of the snapshots changed dramatically. While in the previous literature the W-directions served for the construction a sufficiently large ideal J such that the respective quotient has a large center, and the H-snapshots provided the desired representatives for the identification of the local cosets, we now turn the table. In the present paper only the W-snapshots are used in the identification of the local cosets, whereas the H-directions provide the appropriate J T .
